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I. INTRODUCTION

As your project is developing more and more, showing any results to the outer world may make or break your further implementation. Maintaining in your own internal bubble without having any clue what other think of your design is a preliminary step to a possible failure. Preventing this failure is done by reevaluating over and over in which an intermediate presentation may help you out. This document contains information about the intermediate presentation where you will show your Lo-Fi prototype to others and criticized to a certain extent. Use this feedback wisely, stay open for other opinions, and lastly good luck to all presenters. For creating your presentation, you can still apply the rhetoric 101 tips stated in the pitch document.

II. THE INTERMEDIATE PRESENTATION

Create a Dutch or English presentation (see Language restriction section) of maximum six (6) minutes (yes, this will be timed and you will be stopped when too long). In this presentation you should address at least the following:

- The idea of your project
- Relevance of your project (With relevance of your project is meant what your project adds to the society and why is it necessary to implement it)
- Lo-Fi prototype + Design rationale (Why did you design your prototype that way? Does this lead to a good usability and why? Are you aware of human factors and capabilities? Explain questions like these during your presentation.)

This list is not complete and the minimum requirement of the intermediate presentation. Add relevant parts to these requirements and try to get the best out of your presentation. After the presentation is given, there will be time for questions (approximately four (4) minutes).

III. LANGUAGE RESTRICTION

As there will be two rooms available for the event, one room will be fully in English while the other room will be mainly Dutch (but English is not forbidden). In you are in Ruppert-C (see schedule), your team has to present in English (minimum requirement is presenting the text and having slides in English). If your team is in Ruppert-D (see schedule), you have the freedom to choose between English and Dutch.

IV. PROCEDURE

Before the presentation event, send your presentation to the student assistant before the deadline. If you have no digital presentation, mail this as well. Afterwards, please adhere to the following steps during the intermediate presentation event:

1. Please be on time. The intermediate presentation event starts 15.15 sharp at 31 May 2017. See the schedule if your team is in Ruppert-C or Ruppert-D.
2. This time, the grading will be done by the means of a Google forms filled in with your mobile phone or laptop. The two groups which present **before** you, are the ones you need to grade (see schedule). Filling in the Forms is mandatory and will be used for absence checking: Failing to fill in two **serious** review forms during the event will result in an absence notation. The link to the Google Form is provided at the event self.

3. When you need to present, please come forward quickly.

4. Each presentation has a duration of maximum 6 minutes.

5. Afterwards questions can be asked. This is done for approximately 4 minutes.

6. Clapping and switching to the next group (see schedule).

7. After the event, the feedback will be send to your team.

* = If your group needs to present first, then grade the last two groups. If your group is second, grade the first and last presentation.